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other aspect of laboratory conservation, polymerization, a
technique causing combustible gases to combine into gasoline
molecules, promised eventually to add nine billion more gal-
lons of gasoline to the nation's annual output.
Machines serving to replace man's senses, including the
ability to gauge form and size and weight and to test pres-
sure and temperature, were joined in 1930 by the first com-
mercially practicable photoelectric celL This "Aladdin's lamp
of modern science" could see better and farther than the
human eye, without error, fatigue or color blindness. It
proved itself an incomparable servant for sorting articles,
matching hues, counting passing objects, regulating light,
automatically leveling elevators at floor stops, opening doors
and guarding gates and prison walls. Television, hailed with
great enthusiasm at the start of this era, hung fire disappoint-
ingly because of excessive costs and mechanical imperfections*
Upon a limited scale, however, it was displayed at the New
York World's Fair in 1939 and the next year the Columbia
Broadcasting Company demonstrated the feasibility of color
television. A less spectacular advance in the field of optics was
the sodium lamp perfected in 1932 by General Electric. If
its yellow color was generally unacceptable for use indoors,
it was the most efficient of all long-life lamps and ideal for
illuminating highways; while polaroid lamps and glasses,
invented by Edwin Land of Boston, effectually prevented
glare.
In practical acoustics the radio telephone attained its
majority, its use on planes and ships presaging the "walkie-
talkie'* of approaching war days. In 1937 the coaxial cable
entered commercial use: a single wire by means of the crystal
wave filter and the vacuum tube could now carry two hun-
dred and forty simultaneous conversations. Meanwhile the
introduction in the mid-thirties of the electric organ—with-
out pipes, reeds or other vibrating parts, yet capable of ap-
proximating pipe-organ standards—proved a boon to music
lovers in small homes and apartments as well as to schools,

